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BUNKER LABS

J.P.Morgan | CHASE
SUPPORTING VETERAN AND MILITARY SPOUSE ENTREPRENEURS

Vision: A future where military service is a leading pathway to successful business ownership and entrepreneurship.

Mission: Bunker Labs is a national nonprofit that provides communities, programs, and courses that help veterans and military spouses start and grow successful businesses and startups.

OUR PROGRAMS

Veterans in Residence is a six month business incubator that provides veteran and military spouse entrepreneurs and business owners with co-working space, local community, a national business network, and targeted support to grow their business.

CEOCircle is a monthly peer accountability group for growth-stage companies looking to scale. Over the course of nine virtual huddles and four in person fly-in events, CEOs and executives can ask critical questions impacting their businesses today. Together, you’ll learn from your peers and national experts alike how to take your company to the next level. Additionally, CEOcircle members also gain access to dedicated liaisons and a 10-week advisor program powered by JPMorgan Chase.

The Ambassador Program is a dynamic 12-month program of entrepreneurial servant-leaders connecting military community business owners in the local entrepreneurial ecosystem. This volunteer role expands your professional network while supporting budding veteran-owned businesses in your community.

Breaking Barriers in Entrepreneurship is a virtual program that facilitates business growth and support within Asian, Black, Latinx, and female veteran and military spouse communities. The eight-week workshop is designed to create an immediate impact for early to growth-stage businesses by providing access to business tools, resources, capital opportunities, mentorship, and a stronger peer network.

OUR IMPACT

$1.79BN+ Revenue generated by participating startups
6,302+ Jobs created by participating startups
$294M+ Capital raised by participating startups

OUR COMMUNITY

• 58% of the community are service-disabled veterans
• 13% of the community are military spouses
• 7% of the community are active-duty military

OUR PARTNERS

JPMorgan Chase & Co., USAA, Macy’s, PwC, WeWork, MetLife Foundation, Coinbase, LinkedIn, eBay, Ford, Intuit, Mckinsey, CapitalOne, Deloitte, and more.
JPMORGAN CHASE
COMMERCIAL BANKING LIAISONS

MICHIELLE BUONFIGLIO*
NEW YORK, NY
Executive Director,
Northeast Segment Lead
Diverse, Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/michielle-buonfiglio

MARVIN CLARK*
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Vice President,
Southeast Segment Lead,
Diverse Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/marvclark

SHAUNTE ROBINSON*
CHICAGO, IL
Vice President,
Midwest Segment Lead,
Diverse Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/shaunte-robinson-71588616

DANIELLE DAVIS*
HOUSTON, TX
Vice President,
Southwest Segment Lead,
Diverse Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/danielle-a-davis

OSCAR OROZCO*
CHATSWORTH, CA
Executive Director,
Pacific Segment Lead,
Diverse Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/oscarjorozco

DANIELLE SCHWIMER*
SAN DIEGO, CA
Vice President,
Pacific Segment,
Diverse Women and Veteran-Owned Businesses
linkedin.com/in/danielle-schwimer-oster

JESSICA SCHULTZ
FORT WORTH, TX
Vice President,
Middle Market Banking,
Southwest Segment
linkedin.com/in/jessica-schultz-805003225

HYANGSHIM (SHIM) KWAK
RALEIGH-DURHAM, NC
Associate,
Middle Market Banking,
Southeast Segment
linkedin.com/in/hyangshim-kwak

ARMY VETERAN

MARINE CORPS VETERAN

COMMERCIAL BANKING’S Middle Market Bankers grow and sustain relationships with privately owned, foreign-owned, and publicly traded companies. They connect clients to JPMorgan Chase’s firm-wide resources providing banking expertise, including cash management and treasury solutions, financing options, and access to capital markets. They also provide guidance for long-term growth through acquisition, transition, and exit strategies.

*Diverse, Women and Veteran-focused bankers connect entrepreneurs to a range of resources, educational programming, and networking to create an ecosystem that enables their businesses to grow – from start-up to expansion to IPO and beyond.
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Quad-R Inc. is the company behind RAE Products, a leading manufacturer of engineered paper cores for a wide variety of industrial converting and packaging applications.

Sevan is an innovative global leader in design, program management, construction services and data analytics for organizations with multiple sites.

IT services, enabling the customer experience thru AI/ML.

Quad-R Inc. is the company behind RAE Products, a leading manufacturer of engineered paper cores for a wide variety of industrial converting and packaging applications.

Since 2008, AMSG has teamed with our government customers to manage their toughest challenges, ensuring Mission success.

IronArch Technology was founded to serve our nation by modernizing technology at federal agencies.

Full service technical and field service provider to infrastructure asset owners.

Grocery Services is a WIC only grocery store providing exceptional customer service to WIC participants.
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**DALE BETZ**  
CEO, LIBER HOLDING
ARMY

Reducing mission critical downtime for companies that make products or operate key infrastructure by delivering the right product at the right time, every time.

linkedin.com/in/dale-betz

**BOYD BISHOP**  
CO-FOUNDER & COO, HIVE TECHNOLOGIES
ARMY

Hive Technologies is a fintech solution that makes electric mobility more affordable and accessible.

linkedin.com/company/76200793

**JOHN CHAPMAN**  
CEO, LIBERTY DYNAMIC
MARINE CORPS

The safer and smarter tactical flashbang.

linkedin.com/in/ohn-chapman-us

**KIRK HILBRECHT**  
FOUNDER & CEO, ECATALYST
ARMY

Making money for clients one prospect at a time.

linkedin.com/company/ecatalyst-llc

**TONY KIRATSOUS**  
CO-FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR, EPMWARE
ARMY

EPMware is a unified master data management and data governance software solution that helps ensure metadata is accessible, accurate, and trustworthy.

linkedin.com/company/epmware

**MICHAEL MACDONALD**  
CEO, JOMSVIKINGS PROTECTION & SECURITY
ARMY

We’re a private security company that specializes in close protection.

linkedin.com/company/jomsvikings-protection-agency

**DANIEL MURPHY**  
CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER, HEALTHALIGN
ARMY

We have built the nation’s most comprehensive platform for aging-in-place.

linkedin.com/company/healthalignco

**SEAN SALAS**  
CEO, VETERAN OWNED SOLAR
NAVY

Veteran Owned Solar’s core expertise is providing installation bandwidth and project management oversight for a variety of projects, regardless of complexity.

linkedin.com/company/veteran-owned-solar

**KIRK HILBRECHT**  
FOUNDER & CEO, ECATALYST
ARMY

Making money for clients one prospect at a time.

linkedin.com/company/flammable

**JEREMY SPRATLING**  
FOUNDER & BUSINESS MANAGER, CORPORATE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
ARMY

We provide commercial janitorial and facility services to industrial and commercial clients.

linkedin.com/in/j-l-spratling-03708aa/#experience
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Chris Anthony
CEO, Teamworx Security
Army
A place where technical and non-technical teams work together.

Jacobo Canter
President & COO, Advanced Resource Managers
Navy
We attract, retain and grow talent via our specialist brands.

Frank Coppersmith
CEO, Smarter Reality
Air Force
Smarter Reality is focused on helping entrepreneurs and innovative business leaders design, build and launch amazing technology products.

BEN Edgar
President, White Harvest Energy
Army
White Harvest Energy provides consulting, engineering and power generation equipment to those who wish to generate their own electricity on site.

Tony Ellington Sr
CEO, Ties Cleaning Machine
Marine Corps
We want to change the narrative when it comes to janitorial service.
We Don’t Just Clean We Shine.

Jonathan Hurley
CEO, Toolbox Widget
Marine Corps
100% Modular Toolbox Organizers

Neil Mahoney
CEO, Shipping Butler
Navy
We live to serve order fulfillment and shipping challenges by offering white-glove logistic services to small businesses.

Chris Martinez
CTO, Cleverfunnel Digital
Army
We help entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial organizations with market discovery, websites, and digital marketing.

Chris Snabes
Co-Founder & Catalyst, re:3d
Air Force
re:3d® Inc. is committed to decimating the cost & scale barriers to industrial 3D printing.
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**ERIC CARLSON**  
CO-FOUNDER & CEO  
BLUE SKY CYBER  
NAVY  
Blue Sky Cyber is an automated network security solutions and services company focused on protecting privacy and security in the digital age.

[linkedin.com/in/eric-carlson-346b8a](linkedin.com/in/eric-carlson-346b8a)

**RYAN HOLLOWAY**  
FOUNDER & CEO  
HOLLOWAY BENEFIT CONCEPTS  
MARINE CORPS  
We provide SMB’s guidance and day to day assistance with employee benefits and HR.

[linkedin.com/company/holloway-benefit-concepts](linkedin.com/company/holloway-benefit-concepts)

**RENEE KRIEG**  
CEO  
VERTICAL ATHLETICS  
ARMY  
Vertical Athletics manufactures custom and licensed cooling accessories for athletes and fans.

[linkedin.com/in/renee-krieg](linkedin.com/in/renee-krieg)

**JUAN OSORIO**  
CEO  
EPMWARE  
MARINE CORPS  
Alpha Co. strives for authenticity in everything from SEO to website design so you can reach every customer available to you.

[linkedin.com/company/alpha-co-marketing-media](linkedin.com/company/alpha-co-marketing-media)

**KANDIS PORTER**  
FOUNDER & CEO  
EFFECTIVE FLOW CONNECTIONS  
AIR FORCE  
We help business become even greater through management consulting services.

[linkedin.com/company/effective-flow-connections-llc](linkedin.com/company/effective-flow-connections-llc)

**CHRIS ROBINSON**  
CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT  
CLEARYST  
MARINE CORPS  
Clearyst® is a technology platform helping businesses rapidly achieve ESG and sustainability needs and objectives.

[linkedin.com/company/clearyst](linkedin.com/company/clearyst)

**MATTHEW TARJICK**  
CEO & MANAGING DIRECTOR  
SOUTH RIVER FEDERAL SOLUTIONS  
ARMY  
SRFed is a management consulting and professional staffing firm supporting the federal government.

[linkedin.com/company/srfed](linkedin.com/company/srfed)

**ROBERT THELEN**  
CO-FOUNDER & CEO  
ROWND  
AIR FORCE  
Rownd makes it easy for business to increase their conversion rates and decrease churn.

[linkedin.com/company/rownd](linkedin.com/company/rownd)
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**Matt Bauer**
Principal, American Scale Company
Army

American Scale LLC is a leader in industrial weighing technologies serving the southeast US.

linkedin.com/company/americanscale

**Claude Burns**
Founder & CEO, Office Libations
Navy

Office Libations provides corporate refreshments and break-room supplies to power productivity.

linkedin.com/company/office-libations

**Erica Dobbs**
President & CEO, Dobbs Defense Solutions
Navy

Trusted throughout the DoD, Intelligence Community, and federal and private sector to provide boutique cybersecurity, system engineering, and enterprise IT services.

https://thinvd2s.com

**Eric Hanft**
President, KeySquare Labs
Army

KeySquare Labs is solving the most challenging problems in mobile device connectivity and privacy.

linkedin.com/company/keysquare-labs

**Dave Iacarella**
President & Talent Technical Services
Army

Getting the job done is easy when you surround yourself with Talent!

linkedin.com/company/talent-software-services

**Ben Lang**
Founder & CEO, Native
Army

A secure platform for multilingual messaging.

linkedin.com/company/nativechats

**Vincent Peak**
Founder, Share Farm
Marine Corps

Share Farm’s mission- and technology-driven purchasing platform aggregates large orders from local-to-you small farms.

linkedin.com/company/share-farm

**John Rochford**
President, ProCleared
Marine Corps

ProCleared provides solutions to our customers’ most difficult problems by rapidly delivering cleared, qualified, and capable professionals to perform the services that the government requires.

linkedin.com/company/procleared

**Troy Underwood**
Owner & CEO, Tampa Steel & Supply
Army

Tampa Steel & Supply is a full-line metal service that provides metal products and processing services.

linkedin.com/company/tampa-steel-supply
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RAY ANTONINO  
CHIEF EXPECTATION SETTER, PERMITS.COM  
ARMY

Permits.com is an online permit expediter service for residential and light commercial contractors in the construction industry.

linkedin.com/company/permitzone

ANDREW ARBOGAST  
FOUNDER & OWNER, ARBO'S CHEESE DIP  
ARMY

Nacho ordinary cheese dip.

linkedin.com/andrewcarbogast

MICHAEL BRYANT  
CO-FOUNDER & CEO, ARMS CYBER MARINE CORPS

Cyber defense technology company utilizing software randomization to stop nation state level cyber attacks.

linkedin.com/company/67539838

Andrew Glaze  
CEO, WEALTH STACK  
ARMY

We make retirement simple.

linkedin.com/company/wealthstack

LINDSAY HELM  
FOUNDER & CEO, EMPOWER EMPLOY  
ARMY

Empowering the community through corporate remote education and staffing.

linkedin.com/mycompany/empoweremploy

Ray Antonino  
CHIEF EXPECTATION SETTER, PERMITS.COM  
ARMY

Permits.com is an online permit expediter service for residential and light commercial contractors in the construction industry.

linkedin.com/company/permitzone

MILSPEC TALENT connects businesses with Veteran 2.0 professionals with industry experience and proven leadership success.

linkedin.com/company/milspec-talent

Sam Peterson  
CEO, MIND SPA PC  
ARMY

Creating mental wellness through experiential psychiatry.

linkedin.com/company/mindspadenver

Sergio Rodriguera Jr  
CO-FOUNDER, STRAYLIGHT SYSTEMS  
NAVY

Straylight Systems leverages intelligent automation and causal artificial intelligence to accelerate software engineering workloads and reduce development time from months to minutes.

linkedin.com/in/straylight-systems

Charmane Sellers  
PRESIDENT & CEO, ALEON PROPERTIES  
AIR FORCE

API provides quality general contracting and construction services in the areas of commercial and residential for both private and public sector clients.

gpjconstructionservicesinc.com

Joanna Serra  
COO, BIRDY BOUTIQUE  
MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

Creating products with purpose.

birdyboutique.com

LinkedIn

Rock the Web

Creating products with purpose.
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SCOTT BISCIOTTI
CEO
COMMAND POST TECHNOLOGIES
ARMY
We help our clients secure and protect their most sensitive data and networks.
commandposttech.com

TRAVIS BLOOMFIELD
MANAGING PARTNER & CEO
PROVISIO PARTNERS
AIR FORCE
We empower change-makers with the right-fit technology and Salesforce solutions, so you can connect your missions with the people and communities you serve.
linkedin.com/company/provisio-partners

ERIC ISHAM
FOUNDER & CEO
OMNICOMMANDER
ARMY
We build gorgeous, mobile responsive, ADA compliant websites with full outsourced marketing and cybersecurity for credit unions.
linkedin.com/company/omnicommander

AJ JARNAGIN
CEO & FOUNDING PARTNER
EXPANSIA
AIR FORCE
Strategy & Technology Consulting firm focused on aiding all U.S. DoD/Federal government to "Deploy Technology Faster!"
linkedin.com/company/expansia-group

SCOTT KOSLOW
CEO
SYNECTIC SOLUTIONS
NAVY
Synectic Solutions provides expert subject matter expertise on Navy weapon systems.
synecticsolutions.com

RYAN KUO
PRESIDENT,
FUNKY CHUNKY
ARMY
Funky Chunky is a gifting and snacking company based on confectionery based sweet and salty snacks.
linkedin.com/company/funkychunky-inc

DAVID LANDESS
CEO
PREVAILANCE
NAVY
Prevalence provides high value professional services to a cost-conscious world.
linkedin.com/company/prevailance-inc

ERIC STYLES
CO-FOUNDER & CEO
YOURSIX
ARMY
Where security lives in the cloud.
linkedin.com/company/yoursix
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**JUDE BLACK**  
President, Appalachian Counseling Center  
Military Spouse  
Appalachian Counseling Center is focused on helping people navigate life's challenges.

**BRET BOYD**  
CEO, Sustainment  
Army  
We build software to transform how teams discover, engage, and interact with the US manufacturing economy.

**CHUCK COHN**  
Founder & President, Top O Hill Farm Learning  
Navy  
We provide the highest quality early childhood education experience regardless of socioeconomic background.

**JOEY MAC DIZON**  
Chief Smoking Officer, The Mobile Cigar Lounge  
Marine Corps  
The Mobile Cigar Lounge creates beautiful experiences and turning them into unforgettable memories over a cigar.

**CHRISTOPHER GINGRAS**  
CEO, MedCompli  
Navy  
MedCompli is a legal compliance software solution for pharmaceutical, medical device and biotechnology companies.

**FRANK LAHTINEN**  
Co-Founder & Vice President, Grit Digital Health  
Marine Corps  
We’re designing a new way to approach mental health and well-being.

**IAN LENNY**  
Co-Founder, ATTN Labs  
Army  
ATTN Labs helps eCommerce founders in the DTC CPG space to scale their new customer acquisition.

**MICHAEL PLEASANT**  
CEO, Open Security  
Marine Corps  
Our mission: Make cybersecurity accessible.

**LUKAS SIMIANER**  
Founder & CEO, Clusiv.io  
Army  
Clusiv is the world’s first accessible e-learning platform built for & by people who are blind or visually impaired.